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Recently, two competing analyses of expletives of the there  type
have been put fo rward. Chomsky (1986a, 1989) argues that these
expletives are meaningless elements that are freely inserted at
S-str ucture and have to be replaced at LF by the NP the expletive
is associated with (the associate ). Moro (1990) argues that these
expletives are small clause predicates, to be raised at S-
structure, as in ordinary copular constructions and constructions
of Locative Inversion as analyzed in Hoekstra & Mulder (1990). In
this paper I will argue that the Dutch expletive er  has exactly
the properties one would expect it to have under either analysis.
Hence, I conclude that there are two types of expletive construc-
tions, expletive replacement and expletive raising, and that
whereas Dutch has both types of expletive constructions, English
has only expletive raising.

1. Expletive Constructions in English

There are three salient proper ties of English expletive construc-
tions that any analysis of them should c apture (in this paper,
the term 'exp letives' refers to expletives of the there  type
only).

The first property is, that the associate must be
indefinite (Milsark 1974, cf. Reuland & Ter Meulen 1987).

(1) a.   There will be trouble ahead
    b. * There will be the trouble with Harry ahead

Second, the verb must be unaccusative.

(2) a.   There was happiness
    b.   There arrived a package
    c. * There danced a couple
    d. * There bought a man a house

There are two interesting types of exceptions to this
requirement. First, passives are considered to be unaccusatives,
but are not allowed in expletive constructions.

(3) a. * There was danced
    b. * There was arrested a man

Second, unergative verbs are allowed in expletive constructions,
provided they are accompanied by a locative PP.

(4) a. * There hung a picture
    b.   There hung a picture on the wall

I will leave the case of passives asi de, noting that the fact
that they are ungrammatical doesn't undermine the generalization
that only unaccusative verbs are allowed in expletive
constructions (cf. Zwart 1991). 

As for the unergatives, it has been argued extensively by
Hoekstra & Mulder (1990) that unergatives accompanied by a
locative PP are unaccusatives. An example is given in (5).

(5) a.   A picture hung on the wall
    b.   On the wall hung a picture [locative inversion]

The locative PP in (5) is analyzed as the predicate of a small



clause, which has a picture  as its subject. Both the subject and
the predicate can raise to the structural subject position.
However, if raising takes place, the verb cannot assign an
external theta role, hence, by Burzio's Generalization, it must
be unaccusative. The structure of (4b) is a little more
complicated, as will become clear below. However, I will assume
that the Hoekstra & Mulder analysis is correct, which means that
unergatives accompanied by a locative PP confirm the generaliza-
tion that expletive constructions in En glish are only allowed
when the verb is unaccusative.

A third sali ent property of expletive constructions in
English is that they force an existential reading of the
associate NP (Milsark 1977). 

(6) a.   Many men are in the garden
    b.   There are many men in the garden

(6a) has two readings, to be called 'presuppositional' and
'existential', respectively: 1

(7) a.   many men are such that they are in the garden
    b.   a situation exists such that many men are in the g arden

(6b) lacks the reading in (7a).
I will have little to say about the definiteness effect in

existential constructions. The other two salient properties of
expletive constructi ons play a crucial role in the evaluation of
the two competing analyses of expletive constructions mentioned
above. But this becomes much more clear if we take a look at the
properties of expletive constructions in Dutch first.

2. Expletive Constructions in Dutch

Of the three properties of expl etive constructions in English
mentioned in section 1, only the definiteness effect appears to
be present in Dutch.

(8)     Er    stond een/*de  regenboog boven het meer
        there stood a    the rainbow   over  the lake

Expletive constructi ons occur with all kinds of verbs,
unergatives and unaccusatives, actives and passives.

(9) a.  Er    was geluk
        there was happiness
    b.  Er    kwam een pakketje binnen
        there came a   package  in
    c.  Er    danste een paar
        there danced a   couple
    d.  Er    kocht  een man een huis
        there bought a   man a   house

(10)a.  Er    werd gedanst
        there was  danced
    b.  Er    werd een man gearresteerd
        there was  a   man arrested 2

Also, the expletive does not force an existential reading
of the associate NP, as noted by De Hoop (1990).

(11)a.   dat  veel katten in de  tuin   waren
         that many cats   in the garden were
    b.   dat  er    veel katten in de  tuin   waren
         that there many cats   in the garden were



Thus, both (11a) and (11b) allow the presuppositional reading: 3

(12)     many cats are such that they were in the garden

As demonstrated by De Hoop ( 1990), there are two ways to
disambiguate (11b). First, the two readings require different
stress patterns.

(13)a.   dat er veel KATTEN in de tuin waren   [existential]
    b.   dat er VEEL kat ten in de TUIN waren   [presuppositional]

Second, scrambling brings out the presuppositional reading of the
associate.

(14)a. ? dat  er    veel KATTEN gisteren  in de  tuin   waren
         that there many cats   yesterday in the garden were
    b. ? dat  er    gisteren  VEEL katten in de  TUIN   waren
         that there yesterday many cats   in the garden were

With the stress patterns reversed, both sentences in (14) are
completely acceptable. 4

De Hoop (1990) also shows that individual level predicates
are allowed in Dutch existential constructions, contrary to
English (Milsark 1977).

(15)a.   there are many people sick
    b. * there are many people intelligent

(16)a.   er    zijn veel mensen ziek
         there are  many people sick
    b.   er    zijn veel mensen intelligent
         there are  many people intelligent

The distribution of stress reveals that individual level
predication and existential interpretation do not combine, just
as in English.

(17)a. * er zijn veel MENSEN intelligent
    b.   er zijn VEEL mensen intelliGENT 

Therefore, (11b) is ambiguous between an existential reading and
a non-existential reading, and it is the latter reading which
allows individual level predication.

In section 5 I will present an even stronger arg ument to
back up the claim that the Dutch expletive c onstr uctions are
ambiguous. First, however, let us consider the expletive
replacement analysis of Chomsky (1986a,1989) and the expletive
raising analysis of Moro (1990), and see how well they acc ount
for the properties of English and Dutch expletive constructions.

3. Expletive Replacement 

In Chomsky (1986a), a principle of Full Interpreta tion is
prop osed, a ccording to which an element that does not contribute
to the i nterpret ation of a sentence cannot be present at LF.
According to Chomsky (1986a,1989), expletives are a case in
point. Since ex pletives cannot survive at LF, they have to be
removed. In Chomsky (1986a), the associate moves to the position
of the expletive at LF, and replaces it. The LF movement explains
certain locality c ondi tions on the relation between the expletive
and the associate, as LF movement lea ves a trace behind which has
to satisfy the ECP.

However, if the expletive is fully replaced by the
associate, two of the three p rope rties of expletive constructions



mentioned in section 1 seem to be hard to account for, viz. the
definiteness effect and the forced existential interpretation. It
is not clear why the expletive could not be replaced by a
definite NP, so that (18a) would have the interpretation (18b),
as both would have the LF representation (18c).

(18)a. * There will be the trouble with Harry ahead
    b.   the trouble with Harry will be ahead
    c.   [the trouble with Harry] i  will be [ t i  ahead ]

  
Also, it is not clear how the expletive could block any reading
if it were completely replaced at LF.

For this reason, Chomsky (1989) assumes that the expletive
is an LF affix, which needs to be adjoined to in order to become
a legitimate LF object. The adjunction takes place, again, by LF
movement of the associate. As part of the complex resulting from
the adjunction, the expletive can play a role in determining the
definiteness effect and in forcing the existen tial
interpretation. This is the analysis I will refer to as 'the
expletive replacement analysis'. 5 

There are a few problems with this analysis. First, the
restriction to unaccusative verbs is a my stery under this
anal ysis. This is important, because it is not a universal
property of expletive constructions that the verb has to be
unaccusative, as we have seen. 

Second, it is not immediately clear why adjunction of the
associate to the expletive would block the presuppositional or
proportional reading of the associate. Su ppose, for example, that
the expletive is a scope marker, as in W illiams (1984).
Adjunction of the associate to the expletive would yield a
structure as in (19).

(19)           expletive     ...//...    t i
                  /\
        expletive    associate i

In (19), the associate must be able to c-command its t race,
otherwise the ECP would be violated. More generally, after
expletive replacement the associate c-commands everything the
expletive c-commands. 6 So if the two possible readings in
existential constructions are to be expressed in terms of scope,
it is unclear why one of the readings would be blocked, since the
expletive and the associate have the same scopal domain. In
short, the representation in (19) predicts a state of affairs
that doe sn't exist in English, but does exist in Dutch: both the
expletive and the associate can take wide scope.

Of course, there are ways, other than through scope, to
express the fact that the expletive forces an existential reading
in English. But any other way would face the problem that somehow
expletives in Dutch behave differently in this respect. As we
will see, this problem does not arise in the expletive raising
analysis.

4. Expletive Raising

A different analysis, developed in Moro (1990,1991a,b), starts
off with the counterintuitive assumption that there  is not an
expletive but a pred icate. Being a predicate, there  is a
legitimate LF object, so expletive repla cement is never an issue
in this analysis. 7

The observation that expletive constructions (in English)
crucially involve unaccusative verbs is the key to this analysis.
All other unaccusative constructions involve raising, and
especially copular constructions take a small clause complement



of which both the su bject and the predicate can be raised.
Consider (20).

(20)a.   is [ John [the culprit] ]
    b.   John i  is [ t i  [the culprit] ]
    c.   [the culprit] j  is [ John t j  ]

From the D-structure (20a), both S-structures (20b,c) can be
derived. In the last example, the small clause predicate has been
raised instead of the small clause subject. Assuming the analysis
of Hoekstra & Mulder (1990), Locative Inversion constructions as
illustrated in (5) are an instance of the same phenomenon.

The assumption that there  is a raised predicate therefore
makes it possible to generalize over all copular constructions,
and potentially over all unaccusative constructions. 8 On this
assumption, expletive constructions have the follo wing
representations, before and after raising.

(21)a.   is [ happiness there]
    b.   there i  is [ happiness t i  ]

A potential problem that the expletive raising analysis
faces is the following. If both locative PPs and expletives are
small clause predicates, then what is the structure of a sentence
like (4b)?

(4) b.   There hung a picture on the wall

The problem in (4b) is that there are two potential predicates,
so either the PP is an adjunct here, or the expletive is a real
expletive after all. We will return to this problem in section 6.

How does the pred icate raising analysis account for the
properties of expletive constructions in English and Dutch? As
for En glish, the restriction to unaccusative verbs follows
stra ightf orwardly. Only unaccusative verbs do not assign an
external theta role and therefore, by Burzio's Generalization,
allow raising. Similarly, the fact that the expletive forces an
existential reading is predicted by this analysis. there  is a
predicate, therefore it is not meaningless, and the structure
(19) will not occur. Hence the expletive has scope over the
associate at LF. 9

As for Dutch, the expletive raising analy sis makes a clear
prediction. Since expletive constructions are not restricted to
raising constructions in Dutch, we expect exple tives in Dutch to
not, or not always, behave like raised predicates. If the
expletive raising analysis is correct, 'behaving like a raised
predicate' means 'forcing an existential interpretation'. As we
have seen, the existential inte rpre tation is not generally forced
in Dutch expletive constructions.

To conclude, it looks like the expletive raising analysis
satisfactorily accounts for both the prope rties of English
expletive constructions and for the fact that English and Dutch
differ in this respect.

Of course, on this analysis the question rises what Dutch
expletive constructions do look like. Are they completely
different from English expletive constructions, or do they really
comprise two types, the English type, limited to raising contexts
and forcing an existential interpretation, and an additi onal
type, lacking these properties? To answer this question, let us
take a closer look at expletive constructions in Dutch. 
 

5. The Effect of PP Extraposition

In section 3, we have seen that expletive constructions in Dutch



can be disambiguated by particular ways of distributing stress
and by scrambling of the assoc iate NP. It is well known that a
scrambled NP has a specific reading in Dutch (see Kerstens 1975,
Reuland 1988), and that existential constructions require non-
specific NPs. 10 So for all we know, it co uld be that there is just
one type of expletive construction in Dutch, and that the
ambiguity of (11b) is a function of specificity. 

However, it can be shown that (11b) is truly ambiguous, and
that in one of the r eadings the construction has exactly the
properties of expletive constructions in English.

In Dutch, an SOV language, it is generally possible to have
PPs in postverbal position ('extraposition').

(22)a.   dat  de  katten in de  tuin   verstoppertje speelden
         that the cats   in the garden hide-and-seek played
    b.   dat  de  katten verstoppertje speelden in de  tuin
         that the cats   hide-and-seek played   in the garden

The only PPs that cannot be extraposed are small clause
predicates.

(23)a.   dat  de  katten in de  tuin   waren
         that the cats   in the garden were
    b. * dat  de  katten waren in de  tuin
         that the cats   were  in the garden

But, surprisingly, if we turn (23) into an exple tive
construction, the extraposition is fine. 11

(24)a.   dat  er    veel katten in de  tuin   waren [=(11b)]
         that there many cats   in the garden were
    b.   dat  er    veel katten waren in de  tuin
         that there many cats   were  in the garden

Consequently, the extraposed PP in (24) cannot be a small clause
predicate. Hence, so meth ing else must be the small clause
predicate, and the only candidate is the expletive er  'there'.

This hypothesis makes two very clear predictio ns. If er  is
a raised predicate in (24b), this sentence should have an
existential reading only. Secondly, extraposition of PPs that
look like small clause predicates should only be grammatical in
expletive co nstructions with unaccusative verbs. Both
predications are borne out.

(24b) very clearly has only one reading, the existential
reading. With the stress pattern of the pres uppositional reading,
and with scrambling of the associate NP, the sentence becomes
sharply ungrammatical.

(25)a. * dat  er    VEEL katten waren in de  TUIN
         that there many cats   were  in the garden
    b. * dat  er    veel katten gisteren  waren in de  tuin
         that there many cats   yesterday were  in the garden

Thus, (24b) has one of the properties typical of English
expletive constructions discussed in section 1.

The other property of Engl ish expletive constructions
discussed in section 1 is the restriction to unaccu sative verbs.
We cannot test this on (24b) directly, as the verb in this
construction is unaccusative. What we expect, however, is that PP
extr aposition remains ungrammatical in expletive constructions
with an unergative tran sitive verb. An unergative transitive verb
necessarily assigns an external theta role, hence raising is
impossible, and the expletive cannot be a raised predicate.
Therefore the PP must be the small clause predic ate, and
extraposition is expected to be ungrammatical. The relevant



example is given in (26)-(27).

(26)a.   dat  Jan [een boek op de  tafel] legde
         that Jan  a   book on the table  put
    b. * dat  Jan [een boek t  ] legde op de  tafel
         that Jan  a   book     put   on the table

(27)a.   dat  er    iemand  [een boek op de  tafel] legde
         that there someone  a   book on the table  put
    b. * dat  er    iemand  [een boek t  ] legde op de  tafel
         that there someone  a   book     put   on the table

As can be seen, extraposition of the small clause predicate in a
construction with a transitive verb does not improve when the
construction is turned into an expletive construction. This shows
that in Dutch, as in English, expletive constructions that have
the specific property of forcing an existential reading can only
take unaccusative verbs.

The facts discussed in this section show that there is a
considerable overlap between expletive constructions in English
and Dutch, despite appearance to the contrary. The type of
construction that English and Dutch have in common has exactly
the t hree properties listed in section 1. The facts from D utch
show that in this type of construction, the expletive must be
analyzed as a raised small clause predicate. It is the other type
of expletive construction in Dutch that has the properties listed
in section 2. For this type of construction it must be assumed
that the ex pletive is not a raised predicate, since the
existential reading is not forced, and all types of verbs are
allowed.

6. Predicates and Adjuncts

The discussion in section 6 clearly supports the expletive
raising analysis of Moro (1990), sketched in section 4. Recall,
however, that the type of sentence in (29b) posed a potential
problem for that analysis.

(28)a.   A picture hung on the wall
    b.   On the wall hung a picture
(29)a. * There hung a picture
    b.   There hung a picture on the wall

The problem is that by the analysis of Hoekstra & Mulder (1990)
on the wall  is a small clause predicate in (28) and (29b). In
(28b) on the wall  is a raised predicate, and in both (28b) and
(29b) the presence of the locative PP turns hung  into an
unaccusative verb. If on the wall  is a predicate in (29b), there
must be an ordinary expletive. On the other hand, if we want to
maintain that there  is a raised predic ate, the PP on the wall
must be an adjunct.

This latter position is taken by Moro (1991b), who provides
extensive motivation for the predicate status of there , but not
as much for the ad junct status of the PP. However, the adjunct
status of the PP needs to be empirically supported, especially
since this adjunct appears to be obligatory in (29).

Fortunately, the PP extraposition facts from Dutch,
discussed in section 5, give us exactly the kind of empirical
support we are looking for. Since we know that only adjunct PPs
can be extraposed, the extraposed PPs in expetive constructions
in Dutch must be adjuncts (see (24b), here repeated as (30)).

(30)     dat  er    veel katten waren in de  tuin
         that there many cats   were  in the garden



It is also possible to show adjunct island effects (Moro,
pc). First consider English.

(31)a.   which room i  did you say that John walked into t i  
    b. * which room i  did you say that there walked a man into t i

The ungrammaticality of (31) follows from the hypothesis that the
PP out of which which room  is extracted is an adjunct, s ince
adjuncts are islands.

In Dutch, the same effect doesn't immediately show up.

(32)a.   welke kamer i  zei  je  dat  Jan t i  in   liep
         which room   said you that Jan    into walked
    b.   welke kamer i  zei  je  dat  er    veel katten t i  in 
liepen
         which room   said you that there many cats      into
walked

But this is expected, as Dutch expletives are not always raised
predicates, contrary to English expletives. We therefore expect
that in (32b), the PP can be the predicate, and the expletive a
true expletive. The way to test this is to look at the stress
pattern again, and, indeed, the stress pattern for the
presuppositional reading of the associate NP is possible (33). 12

So is scrambling of the associate NP (34).

(33)     welke kamer zei je dat er VEEL katten t  IN liepen

(34)     welke kamer zei je dat er veel katten gisteren t  in
liepen
                                              yesterday   

(33) and (34) show that er  is not a raised predicate here, and
that therefore the PP must be the small clause predicate, which
explains the lack of asymme try in ( 32). A further problem for
detecting adjunct island effects in this type of construction in
Dutch is that directional postpositional PPs cannot appear in
adjunct position.

(35)a. * dat  er    die  kamer in   veel katten liepen
         that there that room  into many cats   walked
    b. * dat  er    veel katten liepen die  kamer in
         that there many cats   walked that room into

Therefore extraction out of the adjunct positions in (35) ca nnot
be tested. Non-directional locative PPs can appear in adjunct
position how ever, as we have seen in (22b). Other examples are in
(36). 

(36)a.   dat  er    veel foto's   in de  krant stonden
         that there many pictures in the paper stood 
    b.   dat  er    in de  krant veel foto's   stonden
         that there in the paper many pictures stood
    c.   dat  er    veel foto's   stonden in de  krant
         that there many pictures stood   in the newspaper

Extrac tion out of the PP in de krant  in (36) gives us the same
adjunct island effect as in the English examples (31). 13

(37)a.   waar i  zei  je  dat  er    veel foto's   t i  in t i  stonden
         where said you that there many pictures    in    stood
    b. * waar i  zei  je  dat  er    t i  in t i  veel foto's   stonden
         where said you that there    in    many pictures stood
    c. * waar i  zei  je  dat  er    veel foto's   stonden t i  in t i
         where said you that there many pictures stood      in 



 

So it appears that in cases like (29b) what looks like a
small clause predicate PP in reality is an adjunct, allowing
extraposition, and showing adjunct island effects.

A funny thing about this adjunct PP remains its
obligatoriness in (29). The following scenario could make sense.
Suppose that all that the there  predicate contributes to the
meaning of a clause is that its subject is said to exist. We know
that certain verbs (e.g. hang ) can only be unaccusative if their
complement is a small clause with a locational predicate
(Hoekstra & Mulder 1990). There  itself is not locational, which
explains the ungrammaticality of (29a).

(29a) * There hung a picture

In (29a), the verb is not unaccusative, so that ra ising of the
small clause predicate is impossible. Suppose, however, that the
small clause predicate is accompanied by a locational adjunct PP.
In that case, the meaning of the sentence would be t hat the
subject of the small clause not just exists, but exists in a
certain location. Let us assume that this comes close enough to
the small c lause predicate actually being locational, turning the
unergative verb into an unaccusative verb. Assuming that the
technical details could be worked out, this would account for the
obligat ory presence of the locational adjunct PP in sentences
like (29b).

(29b)   There hung a picture on the wall

7. Summary and Conclusions

We found evidence above that a certain class of expletive
constructions in Dutch has exactly the properties that all
expletive constructions in English have. In these constructions,
an existential reading of the asso ciate NP is forced, and only
unaccusative verbs are allowed. We also found support in the
Dutch facts for the predicate raising analysis of expletive
constructions, considering that these constructions feature small
clauses and that what looks like the small clause predicate is
really an adjunct.

The next question, which space does not permit me to exten-
sively a nswer, concerns the analysis of the residue of the
expletive constructions in Dutch. These constructions lack the
properties of English expletive constructions. A presuppositional
reading of the associate NP is possible, and the constructions
allow all kinds of verbs (see section 2).

 In these constructions, er  cannot be a raised predicate,
but looks like a true e xpletive in the sense of Chomsky
(1986a,1989). If this is correct, we may assume that this
expletive has to be replaced at LF, yielding a structure as in
(19). As argued above, the structural properties of this
adjunction construction appear to allow two readings, one where
the expletive takes scope over the associate and another one vice
versa. This is exactly the structure that would account for the
ambiguity of Dutch expletive constructions found in section 2.

To conclude, both analyses of expletive constructions
consid ered in this article appear to be justified. However, they
have a different scope than had previously been assumed. The
expletive raising analysis holds for all English expletive
constructions, and for p art of the Dutch expletive constructions.
The expletive replacement analysis holds for a residue of the
expletive constructions in Dutch, but not for English at all. 14



FOOTNOTES

* Thanks to Helen de Hoop, Howard Lasnik, Andrea Moro, René
Mulder, and Eric Reu land, and to the audience at ESCOL
VIII. Presentation of this paper at ESCOL was made possible
by a grant from the Netherlands Organization for Scientific
Research (NWO).

1. The two readings can also be distinguished in terms of
proportionality/c ardinality (cf. Partee 1988). Thus, many
men in (6a) can either mean 'a great n umber of men' or
'many of the men', the latter being the proportional
reading, which is absent in (6b). See Higginbotham (1987)
for use of the term 'situation' in the paraphrases.

2. Note that Dutch, being an SOV language, has the direct
object preceding the past participle, whereas in English,
an SVO language, the relevant example (3b) must have the
participle p rece ding the direct object. The construction
there was a man arrested  is presumably closer to
const ructions of the type there was a man sick  than to the
Dutch example (10b) (cf. Moro 1991a, Zwart 1991). Note that
the VO-OV distiction cannot explain the difference between
expletive passives in Dutch and English, as the
Scandinavian languages, all SVO languages, pattern with
Dutch in this respect (see Vikner 1991).

3. Similarly, both (11a) and (11b) allow the proportional
reading of veel katten , sc. 'many of the cats'.

4. Judgments are mine. De Hoop considers (14a) to be better
and (14b) to be worse (cf. (19) in De Hoop 1990).

5. In his 1991 Fall term class lectures, Chomsky assumes that
movement can only take place for reasons of licensing of
morphological properties, such as Case licensing. This
movement can take place at S-structure as well as at LF. In
expletive constructions, the associate moves and adjoins to
the expletive at LF for reasons of Case lice nsing, while
the expletive is being considered a legitimate LF object
all along. I will not go into this version of the analysis
here, but see Zwart (to appear). 

6. This is a general property of adjunction constructions. An
element � c-commands � iff � does not dominate � and every
� that dominates � domina tes � (Chomsky 1986b:8), where no
� dominates � unless all segments of � dominate � (May
1985, Chomsky 1986b:7). 

7. Except, potentially, when expletive replacement doesn't
take place to make the expletive legitimate, but to license
the associate, see note 5.

8. For this we would have to assume that unaccusative verbs
like arrive  take a small clause complement as well.

9. In this analysis it is assumed that Case assignment to the
associate ta kes place in an indirect way, via the raised
predicate and its trace to the small clause subject
(Hoekstra & Mulder 1990), so nothing forces adjunction of
the associate to the expletive. As to the meaning of the
'expletive predicate', it just predicates existence of the
subject of the small clause (René Mulder, pc).  

10. This may also explain the stress pattern facts, assuming
that destressing of the NP takes place when the NP refers
to given information (as suggested by Chris Tancredi, pc),
hence when the NP is specific. In that case, only the
quantifier will be stressed, whereas when the NP is
stressed it refers to new information and the existential
interpretation becomes possible.

11. Thanks to René Mulder for bringing this to my attention.
12. The stress pattern of the existential reading is also

possible in (32b). This does not show that the expletive is



a raised predicate, however, because it cannot be assumed
that in Dutch an existential interpretation is only then
possible when the ex pletive is a raised predicate. For
instance, expletive constr uctions with postpositional PPs
(which cannot be ext rapo sed) also allow an existential
reading, but here the expletive cannot be a raised
predicate. Cf.

      (i)   dat  er    veel KATTEN de  tuin   in   liepen
            that there many cats   the garden into walked
      (ii) *dat  er    veel katten liepen de  tuin   in 
            that there many cats   walked the garden in

13. Extraction out of prepositional PPs is only grammatical if
the movement goes through [Spec,PP], which is only possible
if the extracted element is a pronominal with the feature
[+R], (Van Riemsdijk 1978).

14. This leaves open the question why English and Du tch differ
in this respect. At present, I have nothing but
speculations to offer, so I will leave the issue aside. See
Zwart (to appear).
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